Episode 154: Sukkot and the
Mystery of the Eighth Day
What do the Parable of the Wicked Tenants, the eighth day, the
pilgrimage festivals, and the Fruit of the Spirit all have in
common? Everything.
If you can’t see the podcast player, click (fixed, new link
here).
He began to speak to them in parables: “A man planted a
vineyard, put a fence around it, dug out a pit for a
winepress, and built a watchtower. Then he leased it to tenant
farmers and went away. At harvest time he sent a servant to
the farmers to collect some of the fruit of the vineyard from
them. But they took him, beat him, and sent him away emptyhanded. Again he sent another servant to them, and they hit
him on the head and treated him shamefully. Then he sent
another, and they killed that one. He also sent many others;
some they beat, and others they killed. He still had one to
send, a beloved son. Finally, he sent him to them, saying,
‘They will respect my son.’ But those tenant farmers said to
one another, ‘This is the heir. Come, let’s kill him, and the
inheritance will be ours.’ So they seized him, killed him, and
threw him out of the vineyard. What then will the owner of the
vineyard do? He will come and kill the farmers and give the
vineyard to others. Haven’t you read this Scripture: The stone
that the builders rejected has become the cornerstone. This
came about from the Lord and is wonderful in our eyes?” They
were looking for a way to arrest him but feared the crowd
because they knew he had spoken this parable against them. So,
they left him and went away. (Mark 12:1-12, CSB)
Hi, I am Tyler Dawn Rosenquist and welcome to Character in
Context, where I teach the historical and ancient sociological

context of Scripture with an eye to developing the character
of the Messiah. If you prefer written material, I have many
years’ worth of blog at theancientbridge.com as well as my six
books available on amazon—including a four-volume curriculum
series dedicated to teaching Scriptural context in a way that
even kids can understand it, called Context for Kids—and I
have two video channels on YouTube with free Bible teachings
for both adults and kids. You can find the link for those on
my website. Past broadcasts of this program can be found at
characterincontext.podbean.com and transcripts can be had for
most broadcasts at theancientbridge.com. If you have kids, I
also have a weekly broadcast where I teach them Bible context
in a way that shows them why they can trust God and how He
wants to have a relationship with them through the Messiah.
All Scripture this week is from the Christian Standard Bible.
So, why on earth would I associate Sukkot with this parable?
Because it occurs at harvest time and that is the focus of
this next week’s celebrations—beginning tonight for me and
perhaps at another time for you based on your calendar and I
am going to give you a heads up here; I don’t even remotely
care what day you do this on. I just don’t. Been there, done
that, played calendar and name police and it never bore
anything in me except horrible, prideful, elitist fruit. So, I
care about IF you keep it and not WHEN. And even with that, I
care about the reasons WHY you are or aren’t keeping it. I
never did until the Lord spoke to me about it—and I don’t
place human voices on par with His so just because I am saying
something and teaching something, just doesn’t rise to the
same level as God placing it in someone’s heart. I will never
forget the time I was kicked out of a congregation because I
had the audacity to wish people “Chag Sameach” on, *gasp*, the
wrong day. Got an earful publicly and privately from the
leader of the congregation and the people who were commenting
on my post were treated deplorably. I got blocked by him and
his wife and I never went back. And so, what was gained,
folks? Nothing. What was lost? Unity over the big stuff. And

with that, I will segue into the whole point of having a
harvest festival—the presentation of the best of our fruit to
Yahweh.
Each of the three pilgrimage festivals involve the
presentation of or celebration of the harvest to honor Yahweh.
During the Passover week, on the day after the weekly Sabbath,
the first sheaf of barley was presented at the Temple by the
priests from their own fields. This occurred on the first day
of the week—or it could also be seen as the eighth day aka
shemini atzeret. Shavuot, or Pentecost, celebrates the wheat
harvest but was also a day when the firstfruits of the wheat
harvest, along with the Bikkurim, which was a presentation of
the best of the early harvest in baskets, to the priests at
the Temple. This also occurred on the first day of the week,
or the eighth day. In the Fall, after all of the harvest was
in and the tithes presented, the seven-day festival of Sukkot
was celebrated—also called the Festival of the Ingathering at
the beginning of the agricultural year. This festival was
followed by an additional day called, you guessed it, Shemini
Atzeret, or the Eighth Day.
The harvest festivals always feature either a prominent (or
hidden) eighth day—symbolizing New Creation, new life, new
beginnings, and resurrection. It is the presentation of what
belongs to Yahweh, being given over to Yahweh. The eighth day
was the day of Yeshua’s/Jesus’s resurrection, the falling of
the Holy Spirit upon the gathered followers of Yeshua on
Shavuot, and the very day when Yeshua cried out, “On the last
and most important day of the festival, Jesus stood up and
cried out, “If anyone is thirsty, let him come to me and
drink. The one who believes in me, as the Scripture has said,
will have streams of living water flow from deep within him.”
He said this about the Spirit. Those who believed in Jesus
were going to receive the Spirit, for the Spirit had not yet
been given because Jesus had not yet been glorified” (John
7:37-39, CSB). Luke tells us that the Transfiguration occurred

on the eighth day. The initial priesthood was inaugurated on
the eighth day and the fire came down from heaven, consumed
the sacrifice on the altar, and the glory of God rested on the
Holy of Holies in the Tabernacle. Solomon built the Temple in
seven years but it was completed in the eighth month. John
tells us that the eighth day is the most important day of
Sukkot. And with the Scriptural focus on the historical and
spiritual events of the eighth day, now we know why. The
eighth day of a male child’s life was the day of
circumcision—which was a pointer to the promise of a coming
Messiah from the seed of Abraham, through a woman. Which might
seem odd but we know from ancient writings that it was
believed that a woman’s uterus was considered to be a field
and that the man’s sperm was a “baby seed” that needed nothing
except a fertile field to grow in. It wasn’t until the 1660’s
that they figured out that wasn’t true and that women produced
eggs that were a needful part of the process. And that it was
a man’s contribution, and not women, who determined gender. If
I was to keep going, we could just talk about the importance
of the eighth day all through the Bible. But I want to talk
about the harvest.
In the Parable of the Wicked Tenants, Yeshua hearkens back to
what was just an unapologetic, in your face parable based on
Isaiah 5:1-7: “I will sing about the one I love, a song about
my loved one’s vineyard: The one I love had a vineyard on a
very fertile hill. He broke up the soil, cleared it of stones,
and planted it with the finest vines. He built a tower in the
middle of it and even dug out a winepress there. He expected
it to yield good grapes, but it yielded worthless grapes. So
now, residents of Jerusalem and men of Judah, please judge
between me and my vineyard. What more could I have done for my
vineyard than I did? Why, when I expected a yield of good
grapes, did it yield worthless grapes? Now I will tell you
what I am about to do to my vineyard: I will remove its hedge,
and it will be consumed; I will tear down its wall, and it
will be trampled. I will make it a wasteland. It will not be

pruned or weeded; thorns and briers will grow up. I will also
give orders to the clouds that rain should not fall on it. For
the vineyard of the Lord of Armies is the house of Israel, and
the men of Judah, the plant he delighted in. He expected
justice but saw injustice; he expected righteousness but heard
cries of despair.”
This was rich in meaning to any agricultural society—to work
hard all year and to be rewarded with a bad or insufficient
harvest. To plant hedges in order to keep out foxes and walls
to keep out thieves and wandering livestock. This is a
vineyard that was given every advantage—from the vinestock to
the excellent soil to the care it was provided. But the grapes
were worthless and were to be left vulnerable. In context,
this was spoken to a people who were not only idolatrous,
which is bad enough, but also oppressive. The vulnerable were
crying out because the powerful were exploiting them,
enslaving them, and robbing them. They were misusing the
bounty that the Lord had provided and were trampling on “the
least of these.” They cried out, and Yahweh heard their cries
and decided to act. And of course, the wealthy ended up
slaughtered and exiled while the poor were allowed to remain
in the Land when the Babylonians destroyed Jerusalem and the
Temple, both of which had been defiled and violated through
idolatry, oppression, treachery, and the shedding of innocent
blood. The Jews of the first century decried these terrible
sins and felt that due to their Torah observance, that they
were nothing like that generation. They were wrong. You can
legalistically keep Torah and still act corruptly—all you need
are loopholes and creative arguments and proof-texting and
cherry-picking of Scripture. You know, like we still do now
when we want to get out of Yeshua’s really difficult commands
in the Sermon on the Mount and we want to overrule Him. Or
ditch Paul when he echoes that we shouldn’t act like jerks?
Now, this was a well-known parable from Isaiah and Yeshua is
going to build His own, counting on His audience having heard

it before and especially the literate elites. If you remember
from my series on Mark, Yeshua spoke in parables when He (a)
didn’t want the hardhearted to understand what He was
teaching, and (b) when He wanted to be clear enough to be
understood yet obscure enough that the subjects of His
parables wouldn’t be able to say anything for fear of
admitting it was about them. This is both.
He began to speak to them in parables: “A man planted a
vineyard, put a fence around it, dug out a pit for a
winepress, and built a watchtower. Then he leased it to tenant
farmers and went away.
This was very common during those days, for an absentee
landowner to be nowhere near their land in Judea and Galilee
or to even be foreigners. Oftentimes, tenant farmers were
actually the former owners of the Land who had lost it due to
the severe taxation they experienced from Rome, the Temple
elites and Herod’s corrupt tax collectors. It was sadly normal
to work your own land, for someone else, to whom you owe a
large portion of the harvest. Right off, the crowd would have
felt hostility toward the nasty colonizing landowner profiting
off their oppression. They are not thinking about Yahweh as
the owner yet.
At harvest time he sent a servant to the farmers to collect
some of the fruit of the vineyard from them. But they took
him, beat him, and sent him away empty-handed.
There was doubtless a collective smirk and nodding in approval
from the gathered audience. “Yeah, that’s how you treat those
danged Romans!” What they couldn’t say was “those danged chief
priests” who had grown incredibly wealthy from owning and
taxing the businesses around and even on the Temple Mount.
They were buying up the land of people who couldn’t burden the
tithe and the taxation together. They are totally thinking
about Romans taking advantage of their poverty by demanding
produce, the Temple elites doing the same, and taxation at

this point. Social banditry was on the rise (think if Robin
Hood was Jewish) and these bandits were very popular because
of the revenge they took on the wealthy.
Again, he sent another servant to them, and they hit him on
the head and treated him shamefully. Then he sent another, and
they killed that one. He also sent many others; some they
beat, and others they killed.
Of course, in retrospect, we see the treatment of the prophets
in pre-exilic Israel and Judea—the audience is just enjoying
the vicarious violence that they could never get away with
perpetrating against the villains among them.
He still had one to send, a beloved son. Finally, he sent him
to them, saying, ‘They will respect my son.’ But those tenant
farmers said to one another, ‘This is the heir. Come, let’s
kill him, and the inheritance will be ours.’ So, they seized
him, killed him, and threw him out of the vineyard.
This wasn’t as strange as it sounds to our modern ears. You’ve
heard the expression, “Possession is nine tenths of the law”
right? An owner from far away might not have the means to send
soldiers and with so many dead servants to show for all
this—if he hasn’t sent them yet, he probably can’t. And if he
gives up on getting anything from the land, he may give up.
But they had to be thinking, “What a colossal idiot this guy
is, sending his son when they killed all the servants.” Unless
the son was a Roman citizen, even the government wouldn’t much
care. Unless they got a really big bribe or something.
What then will the owner of the vineyard do? He will come and
kill the farmers and give the vineyard to others.
Okay, it just stopped being fun and subversive, darnit. That
fire sure got doused in a hurry. Yeshua has stopped being
entertaining and now He has shocked them back into reality.
There will be consequences. No gain. He isn’t talking about a
revolution where they all take back their land. The tenants

would have been better off just parting with the harvest due
their landlord instead of leaving their wives and children
widowed and orphaned. The fairy tale is over and Yeshua has
just totally doused all of the crowd’s hopes that He would be
leading such a revolt against the powers that be. Their
collective hopes are dashed. He is not the revolutionary
Messiah they are looking for. And if it had ended there,
that’s how everyone might have perceived it. Except Yeshua
buried the lede and is now going to change the entire meaning:
Haven’t you read this Scripture: The stone that the builders
rejected has become the cornerstone. This came about from the
Lord and is wonderful in our eyes?” They were looking for a
way to arrest him but feared the crowd because they knew he
had spoken this parable against them. So, they left him and
went away.
Oh yeah, He went there. First, He talked about reading that
Scripture so He isn’t talking to the overwhelmingly illiterate
crowd. He’s talking to the educated Temple elites. Most
everyone else had only heard that Scripture. We have to be
really attentive when reading the Bible because it was (all of
it) given to a culture that transmitted and received
information orally. Writing and reading was rarely needed and
not being able to read or write wasn’t a disadvantage until
quite recently—after the development of the printing press,
really. Authority was vested in the original speaker and not
in the written word (I am talking about this a lot in the
study series that I will continue with next week). So pay
attention when the word writing is used, make sure it isn’t a
mistranslation of simply something that is being
communicated—because we consider the written text to be best
but they knew that the words were only truly authoritative
because without the proper tone applied to them, they could be
completely twisted. Just like on Facebook when people see
something they disagree with and assume that the tone is
hostile. Yeshua, for example, being the logos is the spoken

word of God. It wasn’t just what He said but how He said it.
Anyway, the landlord is suddenly Yahweh, the servants are the
prophets, and even someone called “the Son” isn’t safe. Yeshua
is quoting Psalm 118:22 and hinting at Isaiah 28:16, where
what the people have rejected was the most important thing of
all. And they all know it now—but the reference to reading
wouldn’t apply to more than a few of them. They wouldn’t have
missed it. It would be like if I said something to a crowd
like, “Well, when YOU voted that person into office,” and
anyone who wasn’t a citizen or too young, or a convicted felon
would perceive that comment differently than someone who could
legally vote. What we hear is different depending on what is
normative for us. When we hear read or write, it doesn’t
register because it is normative and assumed that everyone
can.
But what does all this have to do with Sukkot? It has
everything to do with Sukkot. Getting back to the beginning,
each pilgrimage festival was about presenting Yahweh’s portion
of the harvest to His representatives. He is that landlord in
a faraway land. We are the tenants—just as they were. We have
an obligation to recognize and honor His right to the fruit of
our harvest and so we must labor for good and bountiful fruit
to present Him with the best of it, with what He deserves. We
are still an agricultural people, spiritually, even if we live
in high-rise apartments in cities and can’t even see the
ground, much less grow anything in it. Our harvest comes in
the form of good spiritual fruit that is nothing if it is only
“spiritualized”. Becoming meek, peaceable, humble, loving,
joyful, patient, generous, gentle, self-controlled,
considering others as more worthy than we are, merciful,
trustworthy, just, and serving the least of these as though
they were Yeshua Himself—it isn’t optional, it is a condition
of truly following the Lamb wherever He goes.
We cannot go where He goes if all we produce is the fruit of
the
flesh–
sexual
immorality,
moral
impurity,

promiscuity, idolatry, sorcery, hatreds, strife, jealousy,
outbursts of anger, selfish ambitions, dissensions, factions,
envy, drunkenness, carousing, and anything similar (Gal
5:19-21, CSB). Let me tell you what these things look like out
there now in the “Torah observant” community. Widowed and
divorced people promoting the idea that abstinence is only for
virgins so that they can have sex while they are dating—I had
to unfriend a guy who was pushing that, in private, to women
he was interested in. A guy who, get this, was saying that
eating the wrong cut of beef was a worse sin than idolatry.
Teaching lies after you know it is in error because you don’t
want to lose the audience and money you built off it. Idolatry
nowadays mostly comes down to greed, sex, and Christian
Nationalism—where the state is promoted and politicians are
worshiped and the nation is seen as a savior, which requires
turning a blind eye to oppression and historical evils. Hatred
is rampant over the smallest of disagreements (which goes back
to idolatry). Fighting, manipulation, divisiveness,
undermining of others in order to build personal kingdoms in
service of personal ambition. Porn use, a desire for multiple
wives (sex partners), more and more cheap stuff supplied
through domestic and overseas slave labor, dependence on
military power, alcohol abuse, etc.
Are we presenting rancid fruit, or are we withholding it
altogether? Do we have wealth but refuse to share it with the
vulnerable? Do we have skills that we refuse to use for the
good of the Kingdom? Do we have power and influence but refuse
to help the oppressed? There are a great many ways to deny our
Lord His harvest. We need to be very mindful of how we handle
our own share of it.
Oh look, Yeshua isn’t the only one who can bury the lede…

Click here to learn more

Episode 147: The Sin of Sodom
and
Setting
the
Record
Straight
on
Recent
Accusations of Heresy
First off, I had an AMAZING weekend with the most wonderful
group of ladies at the Surge Conference over the weekend in
Texas. I had a miraculous healing that will allow me to travel
and I will share that next week!
But Monday was bizarre–as it always the case when we have
spiritual triumphs, right? And so I was subjected to some
false accusations about what I do and do not support, teach,
and say in two private Facebook groups which cater to a grand
total of 800 members, while what I actually say was twisted
and misrepresented. In a classic case of “Church as usual”
because the poster was an admin, there was an argument about
whether the post should be removed which took shamefully too
long in the (much) smaller group and is still ongoing in the
second. He is still an admin in good standing in both groups
but I am not going to name names. My goal here is to address
the accusations of heresy because my primary ministry is to
children and I cannot allow the accusations to scare parents
away. Parents, of course, need to be careful. I understand
that and so I am always very careful about what I present to
their children. I have asked God to judge between them and I
because I trust Him. This isn’t the first time I have been
lied about and slandered by people who don’t fact check (and

if they had fact checked and look at the current series I am
teaching to children they would have simply rolled their eyes)
and it won’t be the last, but I am taking a page out of the
playbook of Mister Rogers and stopping to address only those
accusations which could end up hurting children.
If you can’t see the podcast link, click here.
So, I had an interesting weekend—actually, I had an amazing
weekend full of miracles but that will be next week’s podcast.
This week I am having to address some accusations, outright
lies, and to verify what I do and do not teach and believe
because there was a rather unpleasant brouhaha over things
that I had no idea I even believed but when the admin of a
private Facebook group says it, it must be legit, right? And I
usually ignore such things but I have no idea how many people
shared it as though it was Gospel and I need parents to know
the full story—they need to be able to trust me with their
kids.
Fortunately, I have friends in said group who sent me the
following:
Earlier today, I was unfriended by a “teacher” who posts and
comments regularly. I’m not sharing this post because I am
bitter. This is a report of what she is teaching and how she
responded.
Okay—the context, yes I absolutely unfriended him and it had
been a long time coming. Boundaries are a positive thing. I
had posted this really cool book quote from Kevin
Pendergrass’s book Blinded by the Bible and it is a great
read. Really brings up the problems with a lot of our
paradigms and how we interpret the Bible and it’s just a great
wake up call to really begin to think about what we are doing
and why and where these methods come from. Anyway, I am really
enjoying it. And this is what I wrote:

“Ouchies, our hypocrisy is showing…so epic! If we are going to
acknowledge that abominable practices were allowed and
regulated in the OT as a cultural accommodation and starting
place, we must understand the NT in the same light. You cannot
have it both ways. Either we go back to the patriarchal norm
of the OT where it is not just any man, but the oldest man in
every family, in charge of everyone (no matter what age) and
able to decide what his sons will do for a living, whom they
will marry, how they will worship, etc, and back to the days
where you (and your sons and daughters) can be owned as
chattel slaves (and yes, the Bible allows generational,
permanent, chattel slavery as long as said slaves are not
Israelites), then we have to keep following the path of wisdom
and striving toward the perfection that will be the fully
realized Kingdom of God on earth. Man and woman were made the
tselem (image/idol) of God so that they could rule and reign
over Creation wisely, not over other image-bearers. Is
Yeshua/Jesus our King or not?
“Most Christians are willing to admit there is a fluid change
from the Old Testament to the New Testament. Yet, many believe
that the New Testament is prescriptively fixed, meaning that
while God accommodated trajectories and allowed immoral
practices (ie slavery and misogyny) to be incorporated in the
Old Testament, all the specific instructions in the New
Testaments are unchanging, binding, and absolute.”
Pendergrass, Kevin. Blinded by the Bible : Rethinking Our
Relationship with Scripture (p. 146). Kindle Edition.”
For context, he would be referring to the fact that although
Paul never endorsed slavery, and said that slave and free are
equal in Christ, he never forbade it either. And Pendergrass
made the point that Paul, and I agree to this, probably could
never forsee a world without slavery. Really, no one except
the Ebionites really seemed to object to it and until the
1800’s there was no mass awakening and push to eradicate it
based upon the command to love our neighbors as ourselves. I

actually didn’t find this at all controversial, but just a
really great point. We don’t approve of holy war/genocide. We
don’t require women to be silent in the congregations (and
neither did Paul, as that seemed to simply reflect a local
thing in Ephesus), we wouldn’t consider it immoral for slaves
to escape and most of us these days would harbor them, or at
least I hope we would! Nor would we think it acceptable for
American soldiers to go overseas and genocide everyone in a
village except the virgins and to forcibly take them as wives.
Now, if you have read my book Context for Adults then you know
why those laws were enacted and why they were mostly an
improvement on the way the rest of the world did those things
and why they were better off that way. But we would consider
such things war crimes now and rightly so. Yet, they were an
improvement on the brutality of the ancient Near East. Let’s
continue with his allegations:
“A month or so back, Tyler Dawn Rosenquist shared a post about
how Polygyny (one man marrying more than one woman) and
slavery laws are done away with in the new Covenant.”
Okay, let’s stop right there. I actually didn’t say that, here
is the original post (I won’t provide links that would “out”
his identity unless there is no alternative):
“Polygyny–the

ancient

patriarchal

social

construct

that

determined that (for the purposes of political alliances,
production of heirs and a rich and powerful man’s lust) men
and women aren’t equal in any way, shape, or form because men
deserve exclusive sexual power over their wives but wives had
no such privilege when it comes to their husbands.
Thank God that the overwhelming majority of men do understand
that this is faithlessness to the wife of their youth.
Moses limited it as part of his “allowances” to the hardness
of heart of the culture at large (as well as divorce per
Yeshua/Jesus in Mark 10), along with strict limitations on the

evil of chattel, generational slavery because it is a horrible
thing for anyone to own and oppress a fellow image-bearer (be
they enslaved or spouse). But in Mark 10:9 Yeshua says this–
“What therefore
separate.”

God

has

joined

together,

let

not

man

But what does this mean in context and in clearer language?
The context is one man and one woman being joined and him
leaving the home of his parents (which they didn’t practice,
by the way, men remained in the father’s home and brought the
wives with them–so much for Hebraic culture being a faithful
reflection of God’s will, eh?). And then Yeshua said, “What
God has joined together (in a Covenant relationship of which
He is the central player), let not “person” (anthropos–generic
human being) separate (divide, come between, cause to withdraw
or depart from).”
Polygyny, in the Bible, is always a destructive force within
the family. Jacob’s sons, Leah and Rachel, Hannah and
Peninnah, David’s sons, Solomon’s destruction of the kingdom,
etc. It is because another person (or many, or hundreds) is
separating husband and wife. There is no way around it. The
woman has a divided husband and a divided home and a divided
life and the children have a divided father. The man has a
smorgasbord. The incoming wife is a separator, and the husband
and she both are adulterers. That sin compromised David and
led to the rape of Bathsheba and rivalries between the sons of
different mothers before and after his death.
Yeshua doesn’t have multiple wives, but one wife–the Church.
We aren’t individual brides but a collective. I am not a
bride, we are the Bride:
“Husbands (plural), love your wives (plural, direct object of
plural husbands), as Christ loved the church (singular) and
gave himself (singular) up for her (singular), that he might
sanctify her (singular), having cleansed her (singular) by the

washing of water with the word, so that he (singular) might
present the church (singular) to himself (singular) in
splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that she
(singular) might be holy and without blemish. In the same way
husbands (plural) should love their wives (plural) as their
own bodies. He (singular) who loves his wife (singular) loves
himself.” (Eps 5:25-28, ESV)
What man is willing to love himself by sharing his wife with
multiple husbands? Certainly not the men believing it is a
good thing to have more than one wife. If they treat their own
bodies to multiple women, then they must love their wives by
allowing her to have multiple husbands. Of course, wives
generally have no interest in this, we do desire our husbands
and too many of them use it against us–just as Yahweh warned
us would happen as a consequence of that relationship broken
in the Garden.
I Timothy 3 is clear in the qualifications of Christian
leadership and good standing–each man must be the husband of
one wife. If not, if he came in with more than one wife which
wasn’t common in Greco-Roman times but not unheard of
either–some Jewish men still considered the lack of a Torah
commandment outright outlawing it tantamount to making it a
male prerogative. But to be a leader within the Body of
Messiah, it was not permitted. Titus 1 repeats this
prohibition because a Christian home cannot tolerate
oppression. Oppression of a spouse is a violation of the
Covenant and therefore grounds for divorce. When Yahweh
divorced Israel, it was due to oppression and idolatry–the
prophets actually spoke of oppression as much or more than
idolatry as Yahweh’s reasons for anger. The Mormons ignored
this and “black Mormons” (insider talk for polygamist sects)
still do.
Anything, any doctrine, any tradition, that gives a man
permission to run wild with his lust or longings for another
woman is condoning the oppression of the wife of his youth and

adultery. Anything, any doctrine, any tradition that prevents
his wife from confronting and holding him accountable for his
sin is oppression and a violation of the bilateral covenant of
marriage. And anyone who is telling women to submit to this is
an oppressor. Any woman who does this needs desperate prayer
because no one would accept this as healthy if it had not been
inflicted on them as some sort of way to please God by being
treated as an inanimate object.
It seems like holiness to submit ourselves, as women, to a
man’s oppression, dehumanizing us, and I have heard so many
heartbreaking testimonies from women over the last 24 hours,
but it is decidedly unholy. When we look at Scripture with an
eye to see what we can get away with instead of with the goal
of spurring us on to an end of oppression and radical, selfsacrificial love, the Bible becomes a weapon. When we grasp
onto Moses’s allowances as rights and invitations to do as we
will to others, evil is never far behind–be it in terms of the
justification of chattel slavery, the degradation and
dehumanizing of women, or the beating of children (anyone else
read the abuse manual “To Train Up a Child”?). It damages the
souls of all involved, and for what? Nothing of righteousness
or justice. And it is damning their husbands, not saving them.
That is not what love does. Love cares enough to
confront–contempt inspires silence.”
Obviously nothing there about claiming that the New Covenant
did away with the polygyny “laws”. However, I do not believe
that either polygyny, misogyny, or slavery or genocide are
compatible with the Gospel, and I stand firm on that. No
apologies.
“On that post, I said this approach was a slippery slope.
These commands are parts of God’s eternal law. If we say that
some of God’s Law isn’t eternal and good and righteous, then
before long we will be cutting out other things as well.”
Obviously rewriting what I said but okay. The allowances of

Moses for the culture aka cultural accommodation, were in many
ways good and righteous for the times. Righteous is a legal
term meaning when two things are weighed in the balance, one
comes out right and the other wrong. Compared to the laws of
the ancient Near East, Torah was very righteous. But we cannot
ignore the words of Yeshua/Jesus when He plainly stated that
some of what is in there makes allowances for hard-heartedness
and I definitely put slavery and polygyny in that category,
along with quite a few other laws that we would never want to
see followed now, like forcing POW virgins into marriage after
slaughtering their families. Torah wasn’t given in a vacuum
and it was the beginning of the legal conversation between God
and men and not the end and the Jews totally get this.
“Well, today she shared what’s in the pictures below and
unfriended me when I commented.”
Yes I did and it was a long time coming. I have been far more
patient with him than with most. No idea why. Here’s why—the
first commenter decided to change the subject and made
insulting remarks about “sodomites” and how this sort of thing
will lead to their justifying their “perversion” which had
zero to do with the topic and when I corrected him on his use
of sodomite, he and this other gentleman decided that I was
waving a rainbow flag or something. What I said was this:
“I would rather err on the side of people going too far
sexually than in the oppression allowed even during the first
century. I believe that we are too quick to credit humans with
rebellion than we are to credit the Spirit with the ability to
led us in the right direction. And the sin of Sodom wasn’t
sexual perversion. There were shame rape gangs violating
foreigners not because of sexual attraction but because that
was an ANE power play, it was symptomatic of the larger
problem of oppression, which is what Ezekiel labels as their
sin. Men don’t go around raping other males in the ancient
world because of desire, it was a way to strip them of honor
by treating them as women. It isn’t even remotely what we have

in the world today. It was treating men like women, and the
victim and not the perpetrator was shamed. Leviticus reversed
that and made sure the rapists were subjected to penalties.”
Getting this wrong is one of my pet peeves and the person who
said it is a teacher who should know better. And a scholar
backed me up on my take on what happened in Sodom. Lev 18:22
reversed the pattern of the ANE world—a raped man wasn’t
shamed while the rapist was honored because it made both sides
of the homosexual relationship shameful. So, no more double
standard. That being said, I don’t believe anything in
Scripture would support the shaming of a male rape victim just
because the crime happened to involve male penetration, which
is inherent in the Lev 18:22 prohibition, as I explained
later, in a comment that was conveniently not posted along
with the original one. I also made it clear that slurs against
homosexuals are not okay with me.
“this is why I speak up against when folks denounce polygyny
and slavery as “absolute evil” and abolished by the New
Covenant. It’s not popular. I get almost no love for it. Some
folks pm me and thank me for taking the hits. The truth is
that God allowed men to have slaves and allowed husbands to
marry more than one wife as long as she wasn’t taken to spite
the first wife. God also sanctioned the destruction of babies.
Our cultural morality needs to take a back seat to God’s.
When there is a justification for changing the standard of
what God allows to continue (God doesn’t ever endorse the
continuation of sin), it never stops there. The justifications
keep rolling. Before you know it, the sin of Sodom is
redefined, and Leviticus 18’s prohibition against
homosexuality is rewritten off as a cultural polemic against
ANE sex gangs.
Thanks for asking this question.”
Obviously a cheap shot across my bow and I had just had enough

at that point. Enough of the assumptions, enough of the chest
beating about taking the hits and getting no love. So yeah,
unfriended him. I admit it, no apologies. And I locked it all
down because the post had become about homosexuality while the
actual context had been lost. I was at the airport and had a
long day ahead where I knew I wasn’t getting home until at
least midnight and I just didn’t have the patience.
“To summarize, she’s saying that *because* we have *moved
forward* from and *abolished* slavery and polygyny from the
Old Testament revelation, we can do similarly with New
Testament revelation pertaining to women in positions of
leadership.”
Whoa there, this is literally the first mention of women in
positions of leadership. What the heck? I do teach whoever
will listen, obviously, and would never tell a man he can’t
listen to me. I also say that we have to be sensitive to the
Spirit and not close our eyes and ears to when God calls
someone to leadership, regardless of gender and I do point out
the instances of female leadership within the NT corpus. But
he just added 1 and 1 and got the letter W. Now, I did point
out that Yeshua pointed to a much better way, obviously, and
there are a lot of things that we recognize now to be cultural
accommodation and a starting place toward how things will be
in the New Jerusalem. I don’t feel that’s controversial. I
also never said that anything was abolished from the OT
revelation, I mean, it’s still written there, right? I am not
endorsing rewriting the Bible. But I do make it clear that the
world has changed and so now that women are educated we
shouldn’t feel bound by the restriction that existed in
Ephesus when in Corinth it obviously wasn’t practiced, as per
Paul’s own words and by his approval. That’s it.
“She was pressed about her position, and her answer was simply
heresy.”
I assume he is talking about my correction of what happened in

Sodom and why calling them sodomites is misleading—as Ezekiel
himself tells us in 16:49-52.
“

Behold, this was the guilt of your sister Sodom: she and her
daughters had pride, excess of food, and prosperous ease, but
did not aid the poor and needy. They were haughty and did an
abomination before me. So I removed them, when I saw it.
Samaria has not committed half your sins. You have committed
more abominations than they, and have made your sisters appear
righteous by all the abominations that you have committed.
Bear your disgrace, you also, for you have intervened on
behalf of your sisters. Because of your sins in which you
acted more abominably than they, they are more in the right
than you. So be ashamed, you also, and bear your disgrace, for
you have made your sisters appear righteous.”
Is Ezekiel guilty of redefining the sin of Sodom? I mean, you
don’t even get to the point where rape gangs are roaming the
street unless there is first a systematic and severe level of
oppression and wickedness going on. That isn’t what people do
as their first step into oppression. And a major NT scholar
backed me up on it—is he guilty as well? In fact, you won’t
find serious scholars making the claim that the sin of Sodom
is homosexuality because serious scholars know their Bible too
well to make that mistake and peer review would tear them
apart. It’s only the un and under educated who make this
error. So count Ezekiel among the heretics.
What I was pressed about, and refused to answer (but I will
answer later) is if that meant that I endorsed homosexuality.
Now, you have to know me and I despise people changing the
subject on my posts and then trying to force me along with the
agenda. And I had had a long day and was being toyed with and
the guy demanding the answer wasn’t even acknowledging his
error, he just sidestepped and was interrogating me—based on
nothing but assumption. And in private messages after I just
locked it down because I was sick of the nonsense and that

agenda having taken over, he demanded that I answer him or
else he would be forced to assume I supported it. You see,
that’s just a mistake with me. I have lived with that sort of
manipulation and threats and it just doesn’t work with me. I
will refuse to answer every time because it was out of line.
But I will answer it in a bit because it is my choice to do so
and I hate to encourage bad behavior.
“She recently just taught at a women’s conference in Dallas,
Tx and folks need to be aware of what she is teaching.”
I teach everything out in the open so it isn’t even really a
question. And now he will make a list of claims that are kinda
weird. And remember that until I unfriended him, he wasn’t
raising any concerns about my teachings.
“She’s teaching that the apostles oppressed women and taught
oppression.”
Excuse me, what? Has anyone ever heard me say such a thing? On
the contrary, I make a point of talking about how positively
egalitarian they were compared to the world around them. They
looked like liberals, for goodness sake, compared to the
surrounding culture. So this is a flat out lie. He made it up.
It can’t even be argued coherently from anything I have ever
taught. I have made it plain that Paul set a definite
trajectory toward a more balanced relationship between men and
women and especially in the congregations. Twenty percent of
the leadership of the early church that he cites were women!
He called Junia an apostle and others were deacons and such.
Oppressive? Heck no. But they did also practice cultural
accommodation based upon the cities they were in and the
specific concerns. Paul told masters to treat their slaves as
equals. I just—I don’t know where this comes from but it must
involve some really creative eisegesis.
“She’s apologizing for modern same-sex activity as *not* what
God forbid (sic) in Lev 18-19.”

No, but I did clean up some bad context on the slur
“sodomite”. I never said anything about Lev 18-19 not
referring to homosexuality. A homosexual, however, isn’t a
rapist and just because men rape men, doesn’t make them
homosexual. It’s about power, now and then. Rape is something
that violent people do, regardless of sexual orientation.
“I explain my position a bit in my comment on her post, but
I’ll give a brief answer. All of God’s laws are good, and we
need to lean on His understanding and not our own—even when it
comes to marriage, slavery, genocide, and who can lead
ministry, etc. Until she repents of what she is teaching, she
should be unfollowed.”
So, his take is unless something is outright outlawed, we
can’t call it bad and therefore it must be righteous. He
defends slavery, polygyny, etc. and is very vocal about it. I
won’t detail his teachings or even name him. But I am
responding to the lies and charges and twisting of what I have
said and believe.
Am I an apologist for homosexual behavior? No, I do believe
that the Bible clearly outlaws it. However, and this is where
the confusion comes in—what the Bible describes is not what we
know today either. It was describing sex, pure and simple and
actually only male homosexuality. Paul is the first to even
mention women and he didn’t do that until near the end of his
life when he wrote Romans. What would be said now about
committed relationships between same sex people? I don’t know
but I do fall on the side of there still being a prohibition.
What I do know is that I love those who are same-sex
attracted. If Fred Phelps rose from the grave and was chasing
them down in the streets with a gun, I hope I would have the
courage to hide them and care for them in my own home before
allowing them to die. So, I don’t approve but I also wouldn’t
dream of allowing them to come to harm. But then, don’t we all
disapprove of this or that in another person’s life? Why does
this one loom so large when worse sins like gossip run

unchecked in our congregations? And not just gossip. I do not
see it as being any more offensive than other things described
as abominations, like eating unclean meats (Lev 11), dishonest
scales (Pro 11:1), and this entire section of Proverbs
6:16-19:
There are six things that the Lord hates, seven that are an
abomination to him: haughty eyes, a lying tongue, and hands
that shed innocent blood, a heart that devises wicked plans,
feet that make haste to run to evil, a false witness who
breathes out lies, and one who sows discord among brothers.
(ESV)
Honestly, given the choice of being in a church full of gays
and lesbians and being in a church full of the people in
Proverbs 6, there is no contest. And frankly, those
abominations describe very well what happened in that group
(and at least one more) on Monday, and in the fact that that
post remained up for over 24 hours while the admins couldn’t
decide it if was wrong or not, and that the only person
involved who has apologized or tried to make things right was
the one person who had nothing to apologize for. And if this
was just a matter of adults thinking these things about me and
believing the lies, I wouldn’t really care. But my primary
ministry is to kids and for the last seven weeks, specifically
trying to help them deal with gender and identity confusion in
particular so that they will have a firm foundation. I mean,
that’s the irony of the situation. I am trying to keep kids
out of all that and here I am being slandered as an apologist.
The timing doesn’t seem all that coincidental to me. Parents
need to trust me and they need to know what I do and do not
teach and what my ministry aims are in teachings kids about
the Bible. This isn’t a hobby for me although I am not paid
for it either. I am tired of watching kids fall away from the
faith when they grow up. I am tired of them not being able to
answer the hard questions and I hate it when they are so
sheltered that they are caught off guard by objections that

they have nothing but easy answers and platitudes to offer
that are easily knocked down even by an unbeliever of moderate
intelligence. I want them to know who God is, who they are,
and the purpose of His Word to us. It bothers me deeply to
think that parents would be scared of me because of what they
have heard from someone with an axe to grind simply because I
believe slavery and polygyny to be incompatible with the
Gospel Yeshua preached.
But next week I will have to let you know about the miracles
that happened at the Surge Women’s Conference in Texas (but
not in Dallas, he was wrong about that too), and especially
those related to my health and my ministry future.

Conversations that Christians
Must Have–#MeToo and #BLM
So, last week I posted an article on social media with a video
about Stewart-Allen Clark who (being quite plump himself) was
going on and on about how married women let themselves go (and
he is married) and he was talking about the male “need” for a
beautiful wife and the importance of her being at least a
“participation trophy” wife and all that (warning, it is quite
upsetting that such a thing would be preached and laughed at
and “amened” at from the pulpit). Of course, it was horrifying
and I did something I never do. I allowed people to take the
gloves off and express themselves, even though I dislike

insults. I did it for a reason and God taught me a lot of
things that were important through allowing that expression.
When people are subjected to unjust treatment, in whatever
way, and it has gone on systematically all their lives (and by
“systematic” I mean that there is a culture, i.e.
governmental, social, socio-economic, and/or religious
structures backing it up so that it is hard to escape from)
and they are finally given a chance to vent, it can be ugly.
And yet, that ugliness is there because of frustration and
anger and heartache and a feeling of hopelessness and wanting
things to be different (read Psalm 137!)—but when a future
difference is contingent upon the actions of another person
and how they feel about you and how their beliefs dictate that
they treat you and even how God wants you to be seen and
treated, all those things can turn easily to rage. Rage is a
response to institutional injustice—a form of injustice where
we just accept the illogical as logical and even internalize
it because it is all we have ever known.
When the #metoo movement began, a lot of women started coming
forward who never would have before. Because we couldn’t. I
know all too well what happens when an 80’s-era high school
teacher gets reported for repeatedly molesting a student.
Unless someone saw it or it met certain standards, the
accusations were swept under the rug and the accuser subjected
to ostracism. But pedophiles aren’t generally sloppy enough to
allow that to happen and they are generally such charming
people that the non-victims rally around them protectively.
Within the Churches, even Ravi Zacharias has his rabid
supporters, as does Andrew Savage, who are still victimblaming–despite independent investigations confirming assault
and wrongdoing on behalf of the ministry staff.
Closer attention is now finally being paid, within Christian
communities, to certain books aimed at men and their
“needs”—books that subjugate their wives’ humanity in order to
fashion them into becoming the focus of their husbands’ sins.

It’s “okay” for them to lust, they “can’t help it”—just look
better than everyone else so they will lust after you. It’s
“okay” for them to be covetous of having a trophy wife, just
make sure you meet the criteria. It’s “okay” for them to be
shallow and want to show off a beautiful wife, it’s your job
to be beautiful no matter how hard you work and no matter how
many children you’ve had and menopause be damned, just spent
another hour a day on the treadmill and eat next to nothing as
your hormones betray you. Be willing to do whatever it is he
saw when he was looking at porn, no matter how depraved and
demeaning, no matter how violated you feel while doing it, and
he will stop if you are submissive enough. It’s the way to
keep him from divorcing you, they say, the way to keep him
from cheating on you. It’s an unjust burden that no woman was
ever meant to carry—being held responsible for the churchsanctioned sins of her man. But it’s an institutional problem
within society. That preacher didn’t make up this attitude, He
was just dumb enough to express it and post it on YouTube.
So much for “no male and female” in Christ—they can lust and
covet and be prideful and let themselves go but we are
required, in some “Christian” thought, to be the focus of
their character flaws—and even encourage and feed said flaws.
We are expected to enable sin while dealing with and
eliminating our own. Imagine a husband being told to get a
second and third job to satisfy our “need” to shop and wear
expensive clothes! It’s no different in terms of being
ludicrous and ridiculous.
These are good things to finally be able to discuss but not
all I want to talk about.
I want to talk about racism. I want to talk about the kind of
anger that all those women (and quite a few men) were venting
on that post, howling in their frustration over the trap that
man had his wife in, and the trap so many of us have been in
over the years in one way or another—physically,
psychologically and sexually. There were two people who came

on playing the shame game and trying to passive-aggressively
shut down the conversation. A lot of people don’t want to hear
the anger. And I see the same thing in conversations about
racial injustice. Although we whites would prefer to talk
about how much better things are now than they were, as
Christians we can never be satisfied until they are good.
Women have it better now too, but things aren’t good as long
as these sorts of mindsets exist (ones we can be divorced over
and must live in fear because of).
We have this cruel thing we do, and I see it on social media.
They (our black brothers and sisters) talk about the pain and
shame of slavery. Some white person reminds them that slavery
is over and that my ancestors, the Irish (grandma was fullblooded and dad is 75% Irish and we’ve been in this country
since well before the Revolutionary War), were slaves too and
brutalized. But if they escaped, could you look at their face
and tell? Would you look at me right now and do you wonder if
I am the descendant of slaves? Have my ancestors been denied
the vote or judged to be 3/5 of a human being? Were we ever
barred from living in whatever neighborhood we could afford
over the last century? Have any of us been lynched lately? No,
of course not—there are even parades where people can pretend
to be “one of us.” So, please stop using my ancestors to shut
down the conversation. I mean, that was hundreds of years ago
and the consequences erased long ago. We look like y’all so
you couldn’t do anything to us anyway.
Black Americans will say, “Black Lives Matter” and whites will
counter with “All Lives Matter” and “Blue Lives Matter” or, my
personal favorite, “Unborn Lives Matter” as an intentional
slap on the face of the entire black community about the high
rate of abortion, as though all black Americans support
abortion and do not mourn deeply over it. Hey, police lives
are important to me—my kid is going to be a cop; it’s been all
he has wanted since he was two and in 18 months, he is headed
for the Academy. But it’s just an attempt to, again, shut down

the conversation that things are wrong—something my future cop
son and I discuss a lot. Black Lives Matter, Black Pride,
Black is Beautiful—unlike the corresponding White Pride and
White is Beautiful, they have never meant “only black lives
matter” or legally enforced racial purity or supremacism.
Instead, they mean, “Why is this still happening in a nation
that claims to be Christian?” How about, “Why don’t you love
and respect me?” These mantras mean, “I am tired of being
ashamed and treated differently because of my skin color.”
They warn, “I am not going to apologize because I am fearfully
and wonderfully made and God Himself is going to ask you what
your problem was with that!!” They inform us of the truth, “We
are tired of our sons being pulled over and detained for
things that no white person would be pulled over for, much
less detained unless he was a known criminal.” But we want to
tell them that things are better than they used to be and we
are scared to death of how uncomfortable and unprofitable it
might be for us to fix this. The truth is, that the price of
not fixing it is even more expensive and just as devastating
to our collective souls as allowing slavery to historically
continue so long in the first place.
We do other things too. We make excuses for whites using the
n-word by pointing out that blacks use it too—even though we
all know full well it doesn’t mean the same thing when we say
it. But we don’t want to talk about how horrifying it is that
black children still hear those kinds of words from white
adults, that they have to deal with the sort of fear that must
induce, so we deflect and side-step. But those of us who were
brutally bullied and rejected as children—we can manage a
glimpse. Can we stand by and allow it? Can we say, “I survived
it and so will they?” Is mere survival what we actually want
for black children? Or black adults–are they expected to just
have thicker skins than whites need? And, if we believe that,
are we any different than the overt racists? Is shrugging any
different than personally speaking those words? I tell you the
truth, that racism is a heart issue that runs deeper than we

know. That we can find it on both sides is irrelevant to our
need to fix it within ourselves. There is no place for such
lukewarmness toward suffering in the life of any believer–when
someone made in the image of God is made to suffer, He
suffers.
One of the most horrible things we do is point out that the
slums and the ghettos aren’t so bad because “the best and the
brightest escape all the time—therefore, it’s all about hard
work.” I am not okay with a system that only the “best and the
brightest” can escape. And what does that even mean? Does it
mean we hold to a hierarchy of worth based on intellectual
aptitude? “Smart people can escape, so it’s okay. They don’t
deserve to be there”—that’s the unspoken truth of that
attitude, as though some people do deserve it. Anything that
the least of these cannot escape from is not okay, and as
believers how on earth can we even promote this sort of
thinking? Are we really going to be counted among the sheep or
will we be found among the goats?
And people of color have to just bite on their tongues and
take it because when they bring it up, we bring them right
back down. But this is a conversation that needs to happen.
There are changes that we need to make—and I have no idea how
to do it. But if we don’t try then we might just find
ourselves on the left with the goats, chewing on cans. The
Gospel isn’t the Gospel at all if the only lives it changes
are our own. Christianity isn’t a white European religion. The
first three major centers (besides Jerusalem) were Syria, Rome
and Alexandria, in Egypt. Christianity was thriving all over
North Africa and it produced brilliant minds like Tertullian
and Athanasius but it isn’t an African religion either. It
belongs to the world. Every color. Every language. Every
culture and cultural expression. And we have to mourn over
injustice and hunger and thirst for change that will bring
justice every bit as much as we mourn over sin and hunger and
thirst for holy behavior in general. One without the other is

a false picture of the Gospel of the Kingdom. And in
“Christian nations” we can’t turn a blind eye or shut down
uncomfortable conversations. We have to talk about what is
wrong. Cancel culture wouldn’t exist if we were all willing to
talk about it and move toward resolution together, as a team
and not as adversaries. Cancel culture is our own fault for
being unwilling to listen without being dismissive. People do
what they feel they can when all avenues for reasonable action
are shut down. I am not saying it is right, but I am saying
that maybe that’s the only option we’ve allowed. You can’t
blame the balloon for succumbing to the eleventh slow leak
when you’ve plugged the other ten with your available fingers.
The yearning for dignity and justice and relief will find an
outlet.
I started out with the incident from back in February, and how
outraged and humiliated we all were as women. Ladies, remember
how you felt. And when our black brothers and sisters cry out
in that same frustrated, angry and outraged voice over the
things in their lives that we don’t allow them to talk
about—we have to suppress that instinct to sweep it all under
the carpet. Everyone knows the problems go deep and they are
not going away until we begin to come together as believers,
as members of the same family, and deal with it. Remember how
much you want people to listen when it is you. As human
beings, they want and feel the exact same things and they
deserve acknowledgment and redress of wrongs just as much as
we do.
Things aren’t right for women until they are right for black
women too, and for their sons and husbands, brothers and
fathers. And if we as Christians aren’t leading those
conversations and striving toward reconciliation of all
people, male and female, and all colors and creeds—well, we
will find ourselves at odds with the very Kingdom we claim to
serve. We’re all going to be equal and equal in dignity in the
world to come, so what are we waiting for? The time has come

for equality now—not as a future hope but a recognition of the
spiritual reality that we already are all equal to God.
Book recommendations:
McCaulley, Esau Reading While Black: African American Biblical
Interpretation as an Exercise in Hope
Bantu, Vince L A Multitude of All Peoples: Engaging Ancient
Christianity’s Global Identity
Tisby, Jemar The Color of Compromise: The Truth about the
American Church’s Complicity in Racism

Pornography, Sex Trafficking,
and My Complicity
This is a short piece I wrote on social media the other day
but the response was so positive that I wanted to save it
here.
When I was a porn user and then a porn addict for those
twenty-one years, beginning at the age of eight and continuing
until the day in 1999 when I got saved at the age of twentynine, I stupidly and naively assumed that these women and men
were involved because they enjoyed it. That they wanted to be
there. That they were pursuing happiness in their own way.
Very convenient beliefs. Little did I know that I was
personally complicit in the trafficking, exploitation,
torture, and misery of human beings that had very likely been
abused as children, and probably by family members. Little did
I know that their entry into my perverse and selfish form of

enjoyment and fulfillment was probably incest and child rape.
All I could think about was my next high and they were nothing
to me except tools to be used toward that end. Honestly, the
videotapes and magazines were far more real to me than the
people in them ever were. The day I got saved was the day it
ended and I thank God for that. And it wasn’t because they
became real to me. No, that would take many more years of
growth and getting over my self-centered world view. I just
all of a sudden knew that it was horrifying.
I didn’t know that God was removing me from the sextrafficking business, of which I was an eager, paying
customer. If you would have told me I was personally hurting
anyone in those days, I would have rolled my eyes and shrugged
and maybe even laughed a little bit. All that mattered was the
high I got from the experience. Absolutely nothing else
mattered.
And it took many years to emerge from that mindset and realize
that these people in the magazines and videos are human
beings–just like the boys and girls, men and women on the
streets; human beings who are slaves not only to pimps but
also to the demands of people who aren’t just satisfied to be
watching videos and looking at the magazines anymore. Or maybe
they were ushered into this life by a male family member as a
birthday present when they turned eighteen. That happens more
than we would like to believe. But it is all part of not
seeing people as human beings with real lives and souls–people
whom Yeshua/Jesus came to save. People we are destroying and
allowing to be destroyed.
Our Savior commanded us to live above and beyond the
commandments and to live sacrificially on behalf of the
vulnerable–the poor, abused, oppressed, widowed, orphaned,
foreigner, etc…and those are the people who are usually
involved in the sex-for-hire business, whether it be firsthand sexual experiences or second hand through pornography.
The exploitation of the vulnerable strikes at the very heart

of God’s Torah, His basic laws on how we are to love one
another.
But people won’t give it up because they feel as though they
can’t live without that high. They don’t want to live without
it. And so they oppress. You cannot be a pornography user
unless you are also an oppressor or the vulnerable–like I was.
And if you are an oppressor of the vulnerable then it doesn’t
mean a damned thing if you keep the other commandments. Tithe
all you want, keep the festivals, be nice to everyone, eat
kosher, don’t work on the Sabbath. Doesn’t matter. You are no
different than the residents of Sodom, victimizing the
vulnerable and living in ease while others suffer.
Telling God you are sorry knowing full well that it is a sham
and you will do it again isn’t repentance, it is nothing but a
self-centered alleviating of guilt. It is every bit as much a
violation of God as your porn use is a victimization of the
least of these. And until you care about something other than
your pleasure, you are dead in the water. You’re a goat, no,
worse than a goat because the goats of Matthew 25 merely
neglected the vulnerable, while those who are porn users and
who pay for sex are themselves, oppressors. And if you don’t
care about that then I just don’t know what to say. There’s
nothing I can say. You need to change. You need to stop cold
turkey and never go back. It’s the only way. You don’t need
sex to survive, or porn, you just want it no matter who pays
the price.
If you want to do something about sex trafficking and child
rape, please look into taking the free online training course
at www.ourrescue.org/training –learning to spot trafficking in
our own communities, organizations, congregations, and
families is how we will defeat this scourge of modern-day
slavery in our own backyards.
Also, this is the prayer that I pray during the day as I think
about it:

Lord, please act according to your wisdom, justice, and mercy
and confound the schemes of the traffickers. Let their
cleverness become foolish. Please send your angels to be
deceiving spirits to their advisors. Let them fall victim to
their own traps. Please send loving people, dreams, and
visions to their victims and give them hope. Open up their
hearts to be unafraid of those who are there to help them.
Stir up our consciences that we will stop looking away and
stop covering up for the abusers who are in our own families
and congregations. Expose those in positions of authority who
are complicit. Turn the hearts and minds of all their abusers,
both their pimps and the Johns, to your compassion and love.
Inspire pity in the hearts of the Johns that they will rescue
instead of violate. Let the oppressors become liberators. Save
and deliver everyone who is part of this to end this once and
for all. Help us to raise up a generation that says no to
sexual oppression. Stir up the compassion of everyone who is
complicit in this terrible thing–from the porn users who are
willingly enjoying the fruit of the trafficking of souls, to
the men and women who buy sex from adults, to the child
rapists. Give them new hearts that are not bent on
satisfaction and pleasure but upon serving others. God, turn
our hearts away from worshipping this beast of seeking out
pleasure and possessions at the cost of the humanity of
others. Strip away the blindness that excuses our complicity
in service to our own enjoyment and desires at the expense of
anyone else’s needs. Destroy our complacency. In the Name of
my Master Yeshua/Jesus, please help us establish Your Kingdom
on Earth.

The
Importance
of
Being
Honest–With Ourselves and
Others
Sometimes God will give me a shocking dream in order to drive
a particularly uncomfortable point home about character
issues. I never emerge from nights like this particularly
well-rested or happy.
Last night was one of those nights. So be careful poking at
me, I might snap at you. (Just kidding)
The dream started out with a familiar face, a face that I
trust more than most to be kind to people. But she wasn’t
being kind. She was saying something positively vile, just
beyond the pale of civilized conversation, about our
server–the woman who had taken our order. The comments were
unnecessary and based on conjecture, cruel conjecture at that.
They were personal in the worst sort of way and not because
she knew our server but just because. This otherwise seemingly
kind person was being incredibly petty and cruel. I was
stunned. I still am hours later.
Then I watched as the realization swept over her face (I love
in dreams how I can read people’s minds even though I can’t in
real life) that this server was making the food and might spit
in it.
Yes, I know, servers don’t make the food but this is a dream
and not a documentary.
My friend panicked and, when the server came back around,
begged for forgiveness but she told a huge lie in order to
secure that forgiveness. Plus, I knew she wasn’t sorry but
concerned over the consequences. This was an escape act of the
highest caliber, containing just enough of a grain of truth to

draw the victim into the lie. I am going to change the story
in order to protect the person in question (remember this was
a dream meant to teach me something and not a newsflash about
this person’s character–the overwhelming majority of dreams
are not predictive):
“Oh, I am so sorry,” she sniffled, starting to pour out the
waterworks. “I can’t imagine how you must feel about me right
now but I have a terrible medical condition that I have
suffered with for many years and when it strikes I just say
the cruelest things and oh my gosh I am so embarrassed. You
have no idea what it is like to just be like this but that’s
no excuse, what I said was so terrible and horrible. I am so
sorry…” and the excuses and the sobbing continued on and on
and on until the server, struck with compassion, told her that
it was all okay and that she totally understood and not to
think anything more about it.
It was a masterful performance on a number of levels. Of
course, I knew it was pure bupkiss. She wasn’t currently
suffering from her condition and hadn’t been for quite a long
time–plus, she misrepresented how it affects her anyway. But
she sure sounded convincing, I will give her that.
The most interesting thing was watching as my friend wove this
woeful story, how as she got deeper into it, the more I could
see her beginning to believe it herself. No, she wasn’t the
bad guy. She wasn’t responsible. This woman didn’t have the
right to feel injured or wronged. And not only that, I watched
as she fooled herself to the point of actually beginning to
feel good about herself, justified even. Yes, she and only she
was the true victim.
I could see it dawning on her, “I am not a bad person. I am
not the kind of person who would say such things without a
really good reason.”
The yarn she was spinning became the very web she was now

entangled in.
As the server’s face softened and her shoulders lowered–as we
all do when we begin to believe and empathize with someone
else–my friend’s guilt lifted away and she began to feel more
and more justified. By the time the server told her how okay
everything was, my friend was fully engrossed in the
righteousness of her own cause–feeling like a good person once
again.
Dang, I half expected the server to return with a free cupcake
for my friend.
**************
Yes, it was just a dream but how often do we lie in order to
escape the consequences of our own actions? How often do we
render our apologies meaningless by explaining why we don’t
need to apologize at all? How often do we fool ourselves into
thinking we have apologized when the necessary words have
never crossed our lips? How often do we turn ourselves into
the victims instead of the villains? All too often.
(And as a side thought, how many times do we get angry that
our non-apology wasn’t accepted because the other person saw
right through it?)
I even wonder if the dream had continued on (which it didn’t
but I wish I had been able to smack her to her senses–and
hard) if going forward she might have actually related the
entire incident differently to others–just in case she wanted
to head off any outside consequences or to continue to reframe
the narrative in her mind whenever her pesky conscience reared
its ugly head. I’ve seen people do that as well.
The truth is that we tend to be liars when faced with seeing
ourselves and our actions for what they really are. We want to
be the heroes of our own life stories. We can’t bear to
remember the horrible things we do and so we change them. We

change them even to the point of believing it when we do. And,
I mean, the crazy thing is that by doing this we make
ourselves twice the villain and our victims doubly wronged–or
more if the story really gets out there. But we have saved our
reputation, even if it is based on a lie, and thus evaded the
well-deserved consequences of our actions.
This is why it is healthy to come to a place where we see
ourselves as one part villain and one part hero, part wronged,
and part perpetrator. We can never lose sight of the evil we
are capable of and we must embrace that truth or we can slowly
inch our way over to a place where we become unsafe and
tyrannical–to the place where we cease to be trustworthy
because lies never get smaller, only bigger. Those who lie to
strangers to avoid consequences are going to lie to friends
and family because the need to be trusted and seen as good
comes to outweigh the need for actually being trustworthy and
good. But we can never stop at lying to strangers, or to loved
ones–in order to live with ourselves as liars, we must also
deceive ourselves into believing that we are, in fact,
justified and even good.
And it generally starts with the anti-fruit of pride and fear.
Fear of consequences. Fear of having to change. Fear of
confrontation (that’s a biggie). Pride in a non-realistic
perception of our own integrity–one that we have not earned
because the illusion can only be maintained through lies and
excuses. And when religion gets thrown into the midst and we
need to be seen as super-spiritual warriors fighting the good
fight? Oh, man. Seeing ourselves as anything less can be
devastating–and yet we are less. We are all less and when we
embrace that, we can begin to become what we need to believe
we are.
But dishonesty is never the way. Avoiding confrontation is
nothing but cowardice. Shirking consequences is just making
someone else pay double for what we have done wrong.

The people we wrong deserve justice and truth–and not to be
further wronged. The path toward justice and righteousness
begin with the truth–not what is modernly labeled “our truth”
because that is often a lie but the truth. What really
happened. What we decided, of our own free will, to do. Taking
full responsibility. No excuses.
Refusing to embrace the consequences of our bad acts is the
same as refusing justice for someone else–in doing so we
become oppressors.
Our God can work miracles with our courageous honesty. The
enemy can work his own wonders with our lies, fears, pride,
and cowardice.

